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ABSTRACT
In FY07 the Naval Undersea Warfare Center in Newport Rhode Island began the development of
2 major undersea tracking range replacements programs. The first program is called the Southern
California ASW Range (SOAR) Refurbishment (SOAR-R) and the second program is called the
Barking Sands Undersea Range Expansion (BSURE) Refurbishment (BSURE-R). These ranges
will be located off the coast of San Clemente Island, California and Kauai, Hawaii respectively.
The in-water instrumentation of the undersea tracking range is a series acoustic receive and
transmit sensors nodes that are interconnected electrically and optically through a cable. These
sensors make up arrays. A wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) telemetry schema is being
developed for these arrays.

INTRODUCTION
The basic acoustic design parameters used for an Underwater Tracking Range (UTR) design of
40 years ago still apply today. Most of the in-water components of the majority of the US UTR
facilities are installed in water depths of 1500 meters or greater. In this cold, relatively
undisturbed environment properly designed and installed electronics and cables can last beyond
their design goal of 20-years. After the 20-year design life, technology and availability for inwater components changes sufficiently to justify replacement and sometimes man-made events
have caused failures to occur. Repairs are typically not possible unless complete in-water
assemblies were procured during the initial UTR acquisition.
A UTR acquisition requires a multi-million dollar, multi-year resource commitment. In today’s
fiscally constrained environment, it is an easy decision not to spend money replacing an asset
that is working and out of sight under thousands of meters of seawater. Underwater components
of UTR systems that last for decades are not commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) as a finished
product. They require significant planning and financial resources and several years to design,
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manufacture, and install. Since new ranges are built infrequently, there are very few Department
of Defense (DoD) organizations and commercial contractors with previous UTR experience and
the requisite knowledge to complete a new UTR program.
There are currently four major US fixed range facilities: the Atlantic Test and Evaluation Center
(AUTEC) in the Bahamas; the Southern California Offshore Range (SCORE) in California; the
Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) in Hawaii; and the Pacific Northwest West Ranges
(PNWR), in the US and Canada. These premiere facilities support both US Navy Fleet and
Allied Countries training and testing opportunities.
Since the original instantiation of the UTR, materials and equipment have changed dramatically.
The explosion in the telecommunications industry of the mid-late 1990s resulted in new cables,
optical electronics, and deployment equipment. The result is standardization on a few cable
types that have a very robust and proven history. Many of the commercial electronic
components used in undersea telecommunications electronic systems have benefited from
intense testing and actual deployment. With all the new technology comes the speed with which
electronics become obsolete, thus when purchasing a system, sufficient spares must also be
purchased or UTR suppliers run the risk of not being able to get repair parts when needed. The
telecommunications industry typically buys sufficient cable and electronic spares to support the
life of an installed system. This is not the case with the UTRs. The UTRs only procure spares of
shore electronics during the original system acquisition.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIAN ASW RANGE REFURBISHMENT
The Southern California Offshore Range (SCORE) facility is based at San Clemente Island (SCI)
off the California coast. The Southern California ASW Range (SOAR) at SCORE represents a
typical USN UTR facility, providing tactical training and testing services to U.S. and allied Navy
assets of the Pacific Fleet and elsewhere. SCORE is a state-of-the-art, multi-warfare, integrated
training facility serving a wide variety of customers. SCORE conducts a multitude of operations,
including multi-warfare and battle group evolutions, on and around SCI. SCORE consists of
several sub-range components, including SOAR, which is the UTR. SOAR is located 68 nautical
miles (NMI) off the coast of San Diego, is divided into seven training areas, and encompasses
approximately 670 square miles of 3-dimensional underwater tracking area. SOAR includes
underwater hydrophones and communications projectors, linked by armored coaxial cables that
connect into a data processing facility located just inland of West Cove on SCI. The underwater
sensors are used for tracking underwater vehicles and underwater communications. Both are
critical in conducting safe and effective Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) training on the UTR.
The SOAR is critical to the Fleet for assuring readiness through training and testing. Achieving
readiness requires the UTR to be at 100% availability. For the underwater components in deep
water, a 20-year design life is employed to maintain the full operating capability. A ship anchor
damaged part of the SOAR. The damaged elements/arrays collectively comprise a large percent
of SOAR’s present operational capacity. Due to the extent of these failures it has been decided
to completely refurbish SOAR including the Ocean Sensor Subsystem (OSS), the Shore
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Electronics Subsystem (SES), the Digital Signal Processors (DSP) and the Underwater Tracking
System (UTS). Figure 1 below provides a graphical depiction of UTR Configuration Items (CI).

Figure 1
The SOAR Refurbishment Program (FY06-10) will replace the existing tracking & underwater
communications coverage area. A complete range refurbishment is required because it is
anticipated that these failures will continue and further degrade the capability eventually making
the SOAR unusable. The baseline technical approach replaces the existing SOAR OSS with
bidirectional nodes multiplexed on fiber optic cable with near-identical hydrophone locations to
achieve the same in-water tracking coverage and accuracy as the existing range. Additionally,
underwater communications coverage will be provided throughout the entire range area with
redundant capability (the current system covers about half the range with almost no redundant
capability). The new OSS will provide coverage for D-frequency (37-KHz) tracking using wider
bandwidth tracking hydrophones in the same layout. In conjunction with the OSS, the SES CI
(as well as the Tracking and DSP CIs) will also be replaced. Figure 2 provides a graphical
depiction of the SOAR Refurbishment.
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Figure 2

BARKING SANDS UNDERSEA RANGE EXPANSION REFURBISHMENT
The Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) is the world's largest instrumented multienvironment range capable of supporting surface, sub-surface, air, and space operations
simultaneously. Over 1,100 nmi2 of instrumented underwater range located off the west side of
Kauai makes PMRF a premier facility for supporting Navy training operations, which vary from
small, single-unit exercises up to large, multiple-unit battle group scenarios. The PMRF
underwater range consists of three ranges, varying from shallow water to deep water in depth.
They are the PMRF Shallow Water Tracking Range (PMRF SWTR), the Barking Sands Tactical
Underwater Range (BARSTUR) and the Barking Sands Undersea Range Expansion (BSURE).
The BSURE OSS CI currently consists of eighteen hydrophones multiplexed on two cables, and
two underwater communication units, each independently cabled. There are four coaxial cables
that total approximately 125 nmi in length. This system was installed in the late 1970's and early
1980's. All four cables in the near-shore area are severely degraded, due to swell-induced
damage. All cables were replaced out to approximately the 200-foot water depth in 1998. An
underwater communication unit failed in 1999 and was replaced in 2001. There are currently no
problems with BSURE; however, the system has exceeded the end of its design service life of
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20-years. In order to maintain the current operational tempo of the United States Pacific Fleet,
new equipment must be installed before the present system fails.
The BSURE Refurbishment Program (FY06-10) will replace the existing tracking coverage area.
The baseline technical approach replaces the existing BSURE OSS with 41 nodes, all have
receive hydrophones and 15 are bidirectional with transmitter capability, multiplexed on four
fiber optic cables with hydrophone locations to achieve the same in-water tracking coverage and
accuracy as the existing range. The additional number of hydrophones (with a wider bandwidth
than the legacy system) and transmitters provides a redundancy that wasn’t present in the legacy
system as well as allowing D-frequency (37 KHz) tracking. The transmitters include both high
and low band UQC capability. Figure 3 shows the proposed locations of the new OSS. A basic
requirement for the in-water systems is to provide a reliable service life of 20 years. In
conjunction with the OSS, the SES CI (in addition to the DSP and Tracking CIs) will also be
replaced.

Figure 3
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UNDERWATER TELEMTRY DESIGN
The in-water instrumentation is a series acoustic receive and transmit sensors nodes that are
interconnected electrically and optically through a cable. These sensors make up arrays. A
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) telemetry schema is being developed for these arrays.
The WDM or parallel approach is based on sending data from different nodes at different
wavelengths on the same fiber. WDM is commonly used in telecom applications as a means to
easily increase data bandwidth on fiber. Dense WDM is most commonly used in the telecom
industry, and allows for huge amounts of data to travel on a single fiber. Due to the much lower
data transfer rates required this system will employ Course WDM (CWDM), which requires
simpler, lower cost, more reliable hardware however is better suited for undersea ranges. A
parallel CWDM optical telemetry approach for this application where each cable contains 4
fibers, forming 2 complete loops is utilized. Up to 6 sensor nodes can be installed on any loop
resulting in a maximum number of 12 sensors on the array. Every other sensor is connected on a
loop. Figure 4 provides the basic block diagram.

Figure 4
Different wavelengths are used to transmit the data back to the SES. The data consists of
digitized acoustic signals transmitted from pingers that are equipped on the various UTR
participants. Figure 5 depicts one half of the array configuration.

Figure 5
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A parallel constant voltage scheme will be employed to power the in-water arrays. This parallel
power design allows the electronics at each node to be AC grounded to the pressure case
(seawater), which significantly improve noise performance. Additionally COTS rack mounted
400 VDC power supplies are readily available and will be integrated into the SES. A parallel
power design offers some fault tolerance in the event of a cable break, all nodes shoreward of the
break will continue to operate as an array ground or anode will be formed at each node.

SHARED RESOURSES & CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion the CWDM design is less complex than the serial Time Division Multiplexed
(TDM) used on previous UTR instantiations. It has a lower component count, failure rate and
doesn’t require redundancy to meet the 20-year design life.
By combining the 2 projects under one contract the Navy will save a substantial amount of
funding through this leveraging. This contract was awarded to the Lockheed Martin, L3-Maripro
team. It is estimated that the Navy avoided approximately $10M of cost by combining these 2
programs. With the installation of the 2 systems the Navy Pacific Fleet will have instrumented
undersea tracking ranges that support readiness through 2030.
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